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DIVINE CAMPAIGN

The Godhead paused the virtual time run again to discuss the operation to remove the
Hebrews from Egypt. Pharaoh and the people of Egypt rejected the God of creation
despite their knowledge of the time before a cataclysmic worldwide flood and the rescue
of Noah and his sons. They had chosen to accept Lucifer’s lies and worshiped demon
gods.
Pharaoh and his administration mistreated the Abrahamic bloodline and made them into
slaves. The Godhead decided to punish the Egyptians, kill Pharaoh and his army, and
reduce this superpower into an economic wasteland.
It is important that Christians understand Moses and Aaron were not part of the
planning of this undertaking. This operation was planned exclusively by the Godhead
and would be executed by the Holy Spirit and the holy angels.
It was decided that Moses and the Hebrews would not lift any weapons against the
Egyptians. All the heavy lifting would be carried out by God's angels. A number of
angels were summoned and told to make sure that Lucifer and his minions would not
hinder the action. Satan would have the legal right to influence the Hebrews not to go
along with the plan, but that was the only thing he could do.
The shepherd staffs carried by Moses and Aaron possessed no supernatural power.
These rods were to be used as signals, and when Moses or Aaron lifted up their rods in
the air, it was a signal for the angels to move into action. Moses and Aaron also used
lifted hands to signal to the angels.
Moses and Aaron never had any spiritual power of their own. Their assignment was to
simply act like the forward air controllers used by the military, who direct artillery and air
strikes, but in themselves they have no power.
In order to fulfill the legal rights for Lucifer, God used people on the ground to direct the
operation and give Satan the opportunity to attack them, and thus halt the operation.
These legal rights were stipulated at the trial of Lucifer before the creation of Adam and
Eve.
Lucifer used his legal rights later on when he persuaded Korah, the cousin of Moses, to
rebel against God with the help of Dothan and Abiram and 250 clan leaders. Numbers
16:1-3

THE PLAGUES

The attack on Pharaoh and his government was to be carried out with the following
plaques.
1. Contamination of the water supply. Exodus 7:19-21
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a. This was matched by Satan. verse 22
2. Infestation of Egypt with frogs. Exodus 8:2-6
a. This was matched by Satan. verse 7
3. Contamination with lice on people and animals. verses 16-17
a. Satan tried in vain to match it and Pharoah’s magicians were forced to
concede defeat and recognize that they were competing against a higher
power. verses 18-19
4. Swarms of flies, except in Goshen. verses 20-24
5. All livestock in Egypt killed except for the Hebrew cattle. Exodus 9:1-7
6. Boils on the Egyptian people and their animals with severe inflammation on the
skin. verses 8-11
7. Hail and fire over Egypt, killing everyone outside. verses 18-26
8. Swarms of locusts. Exodus 10:12-15
9. Darkness for three days. verse 21-23
10. The slaying of first born among the Egyptians. The Hebrews are given a warning
to put blood on their doorposts to save themselves from this plague.
Exodus 11:4-6; 7-13
Each plague did not happen immediately after the other. The timing could have been
weeks or months between the plagues.
Case in point, the fifth plague killed all the livestock of the Egyptians, but when the sixth
plague took place, the Egyptians had restocked their animals.
The Hebrews were automatically shielded from the first nine plagues but they had to
apply the blood if they wanted to be exempt from the angel of death.
There is no timeline in the Bible for how long the plagues lasted and the time between
each of them. Most likely God allowed the Egyptians to suffer for several years before
Pharaoh was finally broken and allowed them to leave.

UNDER GOD’S YOKE

The Godhead knew that the bloodline could not be trusted once they were removed
from Egypt and the decision was made to force them south, cross the Red Sea, and
then bring them through the wilderness to the land of Canaan. Exodus 13:17-18
The march to the Red Sea was a day/night event with a pillar of a cloud moving in the
front of the column that could be seen by all. During the night it turned into a pillar of
fire. The light from the pillar was strong enough to illuminate the entire column of
marching Hebrews. verses 21-22
There were 603,550 Hebrew men that left Egypt. The tribe of Levi was not counted.
Together with their women and children, it is likely their number swelled to some three
million people. If they walked 20 abreast with 3 feet between each row, the column
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would have stretched for some 28 miles. This does not factor in all the livestock they
possessed. Numbers 1:46-49
The Godhead wanted to punish Pharaoh and his army by killing them. The Holy Spirit
was ordered to harden the soul of Pharaoh and his officers so they would pursue the
Hebrews. Exodus 14:1-9
Lucifer swung into action and stirred up the Hebrews and their true feelings came out
about not wanting to leave Egypt. Satan used his deceptive powers to convince the
Israelites it was better to live as slaves in Egypt rather than to be free and serve God.
verses 10-12
Angels intervened and blocked Pharaoh and his army from attacking the Hebrews.
verses 13-20

SUMMARY

The Hebrews asked God to help them. They sought relief from the slavery and pain, but
they never asked God to get them out of Egypt. Exodus 3:7
The Godhead had a different plan which involved removing them from Egypt and laying
waste to the Egyptian government, military, and economy. Exodus 14:17-18
The Godhead was in charge of planning this operation. Moses and Aaron were simply
participants; their job was to obey God’s instructions, pronounce the judgments, signal
the angels, and in time, lead the people out.
The Hebrews needed cash, animals, wagons, and equipment for their exodus and the
Holy Spirit convinced the Egyptians to shower the Hebrews with what they needed.
Exodus 12:33-36
The project was initiated by the Godhead, planned by the Godhead, and executed by
the Godhead and the holy angels.
Moses, Aaron and the rest of the Hebrews were to be obedient, do what they were told
and leave all heavy lifting to the Godhead who was more than capable of triumphing.
Hebrews 11:24-28
Remember, it’s not so important how you begin your life after salvation, but how
you finish it!
Do you have an ear to hear with?
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